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Abstract

Education should endeavor to include the competences that students need to participate in a democratic society in a responsible and adequate way. The crucial question is how this can be realized in a curriculum aimed at domain-specific knowledge and skills and organized in school subjects. In this article we present a study on teaching value-loaded critical thinking in pre-vocational secondary education implemented in the school subject of Biology. The sample comprised 297 students. We developed two lesson series for teaching value-loaded critical thinking: a Dialogic lesson series and a Non-Dialogic one. The results indicated that the dialogic learning condition, compared to the non-dialogic, resulted in a more positive effect on the critical-thinking competences of the students, both in terms of generative fluency of reasoning and quality of value orientation. The higher scores on critical-thinking variables were not at the expense of the subject-matter knowledge of Biology taught in these lessons.
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1. Introduction

In Western Europe there is a general tendency to emphasize the social task of education. Education should endeavor to include the competences that students need to participate in a responsible and adequate manner in a democratic society (e.g., Rychen & Salganik, 2003). More specifically, the prosocial and moral development of students as a responsibility of schools has increasingly been recognized (Solomon, Watson, & Battistich, 2001).

This development towards a social reconstructionist curriculum (McNeil, 1996) is indicated by the promotion of citizenship education in several countries in the last few decades. How this education takes form, however, varies. In the UK, citizenship education was introduced as a compulsory part of the renewed national curriculum in the 1990s (Kerr, 1999) and as a separate subject in primary and secondary education since 2001. The same happened in France with éducation civique. According to the Dutch Education Council fostering citizenship, i.e., stimulating the willingness and ability to become an active member of a community, should also be part of the regular subjects (languages, history, biology, etc.) (Onderwijsraad, 2003). In the Netherlands, the bill ‘Active Citizenship and Social Integration’...
was passed in 2005 obliging schools to integrate citizenship in the curriculum of both primary and secondary
education.

Integrating citizenship education in the regular curriculum implies that students must learn to act and behave re-
sponsibly and adequately in society with the support of domain-specific knowledge and skills. Such learning goals in
particular refer to learning to think critically, to learning values and reflecting upon them, and to communicative skills.
The focus on linking academic subjects with social issues is receiving increasing support in curriculum studies in gen-
eral and in science in particular (see, e.g., Yore, Bisanz, & Hand, 2003). At the same time, at the level of educational
practice, inspiring and meaningful examples are relatively sparse. Moreover, empirical research into the effectiveness
of the proposed instructional designs appears to be non-existent (what do students actually learn?) (Schuitema, ten
Dam, & Veugelers, in press).

In this article, we focus on critical thinking as a crucial component of the competences that citizens need in order to
participate in a modern democratic society. We examined whether dialogic learning is a good candidate for an effec-
tive learning environment, i.e., an environment in which the emphasis is on interaction, mutual understanding and
and collaborative meaning making.

1.1. Critical thinking

For identifying effective learning environments, we relied on two perspectives on critical thinking (see Ten Dam &
Volman, 2004): a psychological and a critical pedagogical perspective. Psychologists conceptualize critical thinking
as a higher-order thinking skill and focus on the appropriate learning and instruction processes. Critical pedagogy em-
phasizes critical and democratic citizenship and the importance of value development.

Although most authors agree that critical thinking involves both skills and dispositions (see Burbules & Berk,
1999), in empirical research the emphasis is on thinking skills that are conceptualized as higher-order thinking skills.
Halpern (2003, p. 6), for example, defines critical thinking as “cognitive skills and strategies that increase the likeli-
hood of a desired outcome…thinking that is purposeful, reasoned, and goal-directed — the kind of thinking involved in
solving problems, formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions.”

1.1.1. Psychological research on critical thinking

Instructional designs aimed at critical thinking stress the importance of interaction between students. Paul (1992)
argued that students learn best when their thinking involves an extended exchange of points of view or frames of ref-
erence. More specifically, various forms of cooperative learning are proposed. For example, focused discussions, stu-
dent-led seminars, problem-based learning (Dennick & Exley, 1998), and the method of ‘academic controversy’
(Johnson & Johnson, 1993). Empirical research on the effectiveness of cooperative learning for enhancing critical-
thinking skills, however, is sparse. Garside (1996) reported an experimental study (pretest—posttest design) on the
question whether group discussion facilitates the development of critical-thinking skills more than traditional methods
of instruction such as lectures. No significant difference was observed between the two instructional methods in de-
veloping critical-thinking skills. Garside attributed this result to the students’ lack of experience of group discussions:
communicative skills were taken for granted instead of being trained.

A second instructional strategy for enhancing critical thinking is to make use of meaningful, authentic, domain-
specific subject matters. Using real-life problems is supposed to motivate students and to stimulate their active in-
volvement; moreover, real-life problems are precisely the kind of ill-defined, complex problems for which critical
thinking is needed (Brown, 1997). Studies that correlated learning environments with students’ critical-thinking skills
confirmed the importance of the active involvement of students in the learning process (Terenzini, Springer,
Pascarella, & Nora, 1995; Tsui, 1999). If significant effects of such course characteristics are not found, this is
explained by the limited instruction time, the small sample and/or the use of too general measures. With regard to
measures, essay tests and ‘authentic assessments’ are considered to improve the validity of assessing critical-thinking
competences in a particular domain (Tynjälä, 1998).

Moreover, research on teachers’ beliefs about ways that stimulate the critical-thinking skills of students shows that
teachers are more likely to support the use of higher-order critical thinking activities with high-ability learners than
with low-ability learners (Torff, 2005; Zohar, Degani, & Vaakin, 2001). This suggests an interaction between cognitive
ability and critical thinking instruction. Empirical research, however, is virtually non-existent.
Another pervasive issue in research on critical thinking pertains to the generalizability—specificity debate (see Siegel, 1992). The instructional variant of this debate centres around the question of whether critical-thinking skills should be taught in the context of specific subject matter or “out of context” in programs especially devised to improve critical thinking. Studies show that special “critical-thinking programs” do not usually result in long-lasting effects (see Tsui, 1999). But at the same time, several authors point out that some general principles of critical thinking transcend specific subjects (e.g., Klaczynski, 2001; Stanovich & West, 2000; Tsui, 1999). Nowadays, in this line of thinking, the focus in psychological research is on crossdomain transfer of (domain-general) critical-thinking skills (Halpern, 2003; Stark, Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1999; Toplak & Stanovich, 2002). Thus, critical thinking must be taught in the context of specific meaningful subject matter in such a way that transfer to other domains is possible (cf. Brown, 1997).

1.1.2. Critical pedagogical research on critical thinking

Critical pedagogues argue that critical thinking focuses too much on internal consistencies while paying too little attention to the political nature of arguments and reasonings: for example, doing justice or injustice to others (Giroux, 1994; see also Veugelers, 2000). Other scholars have emphasized that by focusing on the ability to think logically, critical thinking neglects the importance of a caring attitude, empathy and commitment (Burbules & Berk, 1999; Noddings, 1992). Critical thinking should combine logical reasoning with value development to enable citizens to make their own contribution to society in a critical manner, with sensitive awareness. We use the concept ‘value-loaded critical thinking’ to make apparent the inherent normative character of critical thinking. The subject matter about which students are expected to reason is always ridden with implicit values. We agree with Burbules and Berk (1999) who point out that the strict distinction between facts and values in the critical-thinking tradition makes the consequences of certain knowledge on institutional and societal levels invisible. This plea for conceptualizing critical thinking as value-loaded reasoning, however, has so far not been supported by empirical research on learning environments that aim at stimulating critical thinking.

1.2. Dialogic learning

Critical thinking and dialogue are often linked. Paul (1992, 1994) considers fostering dialogue to be part of the method of critical thinking, because dialogue makes it possible to take the perspective of others into account, which is necessary for ‘the assessment of truth claims’. Instructional formats in which cooperative learning and dialogue feature are expected to promote the students’ active learning and higher-order thinking skills simultaneously (Renshaw, 2004; Salomon & Perkins, 1998).

From a cognitive perspective it is emphasized that social interaction affects cognitive elaboration processes (Dekker, Elshout-Mohr, & Wood, 2004; O’Donnell & King, 1999). Language functions such as explaining, reasoning, asking questions, stimulate thinking and the development of knowledge (cf. “exploratory talk”, Mercer, 2000; Wegerif, Mercer, & Dawes, 1999). From a social constructivist approach, the focus is on “the process of becoming a member of a certain community” (Wells, 2000). Learning is seen as a ‘dialogue’, a form of collaborative meaning making (co-construction) (Ten Dam, Volman, & Wardekker, 2004).

In the present study we borrowed elements from a cognitive as well as a social constructivist perspective on ‘dialogic learning’. The importance of ‘elaboration’ in enhancing critical-thinking skills is taken from the cognitive perspective. Two elements are taken from a social constructivist perspective. First, the learning content should be meaningful in the sense that the subject matter must relate to the real world, to students’ own position and that of others, and to students’ opportunities to influence this position. Second, engagement in dialogues in the classroom should encourage students to gain practical experience in “skills and dispositions” such as “being able to relate a question to one’s own standards and values”, “being able to relate a question to general principles such as social justice, equality, respect and consideration”, “being open towards and considering other people”, “daring to express a different opinion”. Interaction in small groups is better suited to this than discussions involving the whole class (Haworth, 1999).

Dialogic learning is a potentially adequate instructional strategy for stimulating value-loaded critical thinking. It stimulates a student to process beyond the level of ‘knowledge telling’ (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987): the questions that the other participants ask stimulate further thinking and add other (moral) perspectives to the issue at hand.
1.3. Science education

In the present study Biology was chosen as a domain in which students can become involved with meaningful, authentic subject matters. According to Sadler and Zeidler (2005) science education should contribute, in part, to citizenship education. Driver, Newton, and Osborne (2000) make a strong case for seeing argument and argumentative practice as a core activity of scientists. Students should learn to think critically about the knowledge claims of science and the criteria used to establish scientific theories. Their focus is primarily on establishing better science education, i.e., helping young people to engage with the social practice of scientists. At the same time Driver et al. (2000) emphasize the importance of including so-called “socioscientific issues” in the curriculum.

Driver, Newton, and Osborne (2000) make a strong case for seeing argument and argumentative practice as a core activity of scientists. Students should learn to think critically about the knowledge claims of science and the criteria used to establish scientific theories. Their focus is primarily on establishing better science education, i.e., helping young people to engage with the social practice of scientists. At the same time Driver et al. (2000) emphasize the importance of including so-called “socioscientific issues” in the curriculum.

Empirical studies on ‘argumentative’ science education focus on students’ higher-order thinking skills, namely identifying assumptions and valid information sources and drawing valid conclusions (e.g., Kuhn & Udell, 2003; Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, 2004; Zohar & Nemet, 2002). In almost all of these studies interaction with and between students is investigated as a means to improve argumentation. In this field, the attention paid to value-loaded reasoning is relatively sparse again. One of the few exceptions is the study on informal reasoning by Sadler and Zeidler (2005). The authors focus explicitly on the moral aspects of decision making. In their study it is demonstrated that in science classrooms where decision making on socioscientific issues is asked, students can be stimulated to explicitly explore their own principles, emotions, and intuitions pertinent to science and its social applications. As Sadler and Zeidler (2005, p. 130) state “This can only enhance their roles as citizen participants in democratic societies largely influenced by science and technology”.

One needs, however, a more detailed analysis of the required skills and desired learning activities for designing effective learning environments. Driver et al. (2000) provide such an analysis. They have included values in their list of skills for scientific literacy. Students should be able to distinguish between questions that have a scientific base and questions that relate to other types of knowledge (e.g., ethical, economic, legal questions), and they should also be able to recognize personal and social values and perspectives that impact decision making in science. In the present study we designed a learning environment that implements value-loaded thinking, and tested whether a dialogic format is more effective than a non-dialogic.

1.4. Aims — hypotheses

In the present study we implemented a dialogic approach to teaching and learning aimed at fostering critical thinking in the context of domain-specific subject matter. The research question was: What is the effect of dialogic learning activities, as compared to non-dialogic, on value-loaded critical thinking with regard to environmental issues within the subject of Biology and on the learning results of students? In the study we implemented a pretest—posttest experimental design.

The basic principles for designing the experimental and the control conditions were the following. First, learning to think critically should involve reasoning as well as value orientation. Second, learning to think critically should take place in the context of meaningful, rich, domain-specific subject matters. Both principles were followed in the design of the experimental and the control condition. Third, learning to think critically should take place in dialogue with other learners; this principle was applied only in the Dialogic condition.

The following hypotheses guided the study:

1. The dialogic approach will have a more positive effect than the non-dialogic (a) on students’ argumentations, that is fluency of reasoning, (b) on their value orientation, and (c) on their attitudes towards dialogic learning, without detracting from content knowledge (Biology). That is, the two learning conditions will similarly affect the content knowledge.
2. The students with high academic aptitude will profit most from the dialogic approach, because value-loaded critical thinking as well as the instruction format of dialogic learning is new for most students.

We also explored other aptitude-treatment interactions, such as condition by attitude to dialogic learning and general reasoning skills, but no prediction was made due to lack of previous research.
2. Method

2.1. Participants

A total of 297 students (54.9% female) from 14 Grade 8 classes from the pre-vocational track of three secondary schools in Amsterdam participated in the study. From an academic point of view the pre-vocational track is the lowest of the four tracks in the secondary educational school system in the Netherlands. The three participating schools have an ethnically heterogeneous population and provide secondary education at different levels, ranging from pre-vocational to pre-university education, the highest track in the system. Students with learning and/or behavioural disabilities were excluded from the study.

School A is a small secondary school for Individual Artistic Education with approximately 300 students. The majority of students are from a higher than average socio-economic background. School B is a moderately large school with approximately 1300 students. Very few students at this school come from a higher than average socio-economic background. School C has a similar size with approximately 1350 students. Most of the parents have a relatively low socio-economic status (SES); some parents with a higher than average SES make a principled choice to let their children attend this school because of the diversity policy.

The lessons were part of the regular Biology curriculum and were taught by the students’ regular Biology teachers. Nine teachers were involved in the study voluntarily. They were all qualified teachers, combining a higher education degree in Biology and teaching. All but two teachers had more than 3 years experience in teaching Biology, varying from 3 years to 25 years of experience. Two were less experienced: they were in their second and third year of teaching.

2.2. Designing the lesson series

Focusing on value-loaded critical thinking in academic subjects is a rather rare phenomenon in Dutch secondary education. Therefore, we could not rely on existing text book materials for designing the dialogic and non-dialogic approach.

The designing process could be labeled as incremental and interactive. First the content of the lesson series was designed, resulting in a basic script (see below). In this process, the designer (the first author) discussed his texts and decisions individually with two teachers (8 and 25 years of teaching experience), and with the co-authors. Then the two teachers were asked for advice on instructional formats for dialogic learning situations; step by step these formats were realized, discussed, revised etc. until the whole Dialogic lesson series had been designed. The result was intensively reviewed by the two teachers and the co-authors; several revisions followed. One teacher tried out the final revision; almost all lessons were observed by the designer, who also interviewed the teacher and some students, and analyzed the students’ workbooks. This trial resulted in subsequent revisions.

Finally, two lesson series, each including four units, were available. They were similar in all but one respect: students in the Dialogic lesson series developed values and critical-thinking skills dialogically by communicating and cooperating with at least one other student, with dialogic input, whereas students in the Non-DIALOGIC lesson series worked individually, the usual teaching format in the Netherlands. Teacher-led whole-class discussions, mostly at the end of a unit, were similar in both conditions.

2.2.1. The basic script

The starting point was the basic script. This script aimed at Biology lessons, focusing on environmental education, as part of the regular curriculum. The generation of the content focused on the national attainment objective as given below:

Students are able to name the most important causes and effects of damage to nature and the environment by certain forms of refuse, by traffic, by agriculture, by recreation and by energy use and can give examples of measures that can contribute to sustainable development of the relationship between human beings and the environment, including measures by students in their own environment; they are able to explain that these influences transcend country boundaries.
A second content design principle for the basic script came from the objectives for value-loaded critical thinking. We distinguished five communicative skills: (1) Being able to share personal opinions with fellow students; (2) Being able to form one’s own opinion in a dialogue, utilizing the input of fellow students; (3) Being able to contribute in a dialogue to the opinion forming of fellow students (co-construction of opinions (standards and values)) and to contribute to clarification of the opinions (standards and values) of fellow students; (4) Being able to validate/appraise one’s own opinion from the perspective of justice and respect; (5) Being able to validate/appraise the opinions of others from the perspective of justice and respect.

A third design principle was the cumulative order of these five aims. As a result, the distribution of learning tasks followed the cumulative order (see Table 1). In Unit 1, the tasks focused on sharing ideas, constructing one’s own opinion, and contributing to others’ opinions. Two tasks focused on two skills (Task 3, Task 10), the other tasks focused on one skill. The whole of Unit 2 was dedicated to the third skill, contributing to the others’ opinion; Units 3 and 4 focused on the last two skills, namely, legitimating one’s own opinion and legitimating other’s opinion.

From the basic script, we generated two lesson series, keeping the learning content and order of learning tasks for both conditions the same. The target tasks (see Table 1) were written in two formats: A dialogic and a non-dialogic or individual working format. The basic structure for a dialogic task is shown in Appendix A. Each skill was introduced by a short written simulated dialogue to provide a model. Students then had the opportunity to practice the skill. They first analyzed the opinions and arguments, and then formulated their own opinion, working in pairs or quartets. In the Non-Dialogic condition the assignments included the same information, but the input content was presented in a coherent text, as is usual in student textbooks. Then students answered debate questions, formulated a standpoint and at least one argument.

Both the Dialogic and the Non-Dialogic lesson series consisted of a student book and a teacher’s manual. Student books had four units and consisted of approximately 50 tasks. Of these tasks 18 (36%; see Table 1) were dialogic. The whole course took about 8–11 periods of 45 min. The two textbooks were self-instructional, guided by pictograms and standardized guidance and instructions. They both had a glossary aimed at students who had problems with difficult words (domain-specific jargon) and the language of instruction.

Compared with the regular Biology curriculum in the Netherlands, both lesson series were experimental in learning content. For research reasons, however, we appoint the Dialogic condition as the experimental condition and the Non-Dialogic condition as the control condition.

2.3. Measures

2.3.1. Background variables

To test whether the students in the two conditions, differed in terms of abilities that were supposed to be related to the dependent variables, two measures were used.

2.3.1.1. General reasoning skills. Two relevant sections from the so-called Cross-Curricular Skills Test were adapted (Meijer, Elshout-Mohr, & Van Hout-Wolters, 2001), namely, “forming opinions”, and “distinguishing opinions from facts”. The total number of items was 14. Reliability proved to be satisfactory for research purposes (α = 0.68).

2.3.1.2. Academic aptitude. Data were collected from the school administrations. They were test scores for language and mathematics as measured by the Primary Education Final Test (a standard test in the Netherlands), which is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Unit 1</th>
<th>Unit 2</th>
<th>Unit 3</th>
<th>Unit 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharing ideas</td>
<td>3, 8, 9, 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing own opinion</td>
<td>10, 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributing to other’s opinion</td>
<td>3, 4, 10</td>
<td>6, 9, 10, 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimating own opinion</td>
<td>5, 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimating other’s opinion</td>
<td>6, 7</td>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Numbers in the cells refer to the task within the learning unit.
administered in Grade 6, the last year of primary education. Schools use these test scores to place students in the appropriate secondary-education track.

2.3.2. Dependent variables

2.3.2.1. Biology subject-matter knowledge. The test consisted of 10 questions. It covered knowledge of environmental education issues (e.g., the biologic concept of “recycling”), applying knowledge to environmental issues (e.g., recycling), and applying ecological concepts to an environmentally ‘authentic’ context (e.g., a food chain in a marine environment). Question format varied from multiple choice (6), short-answer questions (2), to reasoning questions (2). Example of multiple-choice item is the following: “Place five elements of a food chain in the correct order: (a) herbivore, (b) shit of the carnivore, (c) bacterium and moulds, (d) plants, and (e) carnivore.” Cronbach’s alpha was 0.65.

2.3.2.2. Attitudes to dialogic learning. We developed, piloted, and revised an inventory of attitude towards three concepts underlying dialogic learning: (1) Sharing ideas, (2) Co-construction of ideas, and (3) Legitimating the ideas. Representative items are, respectively, “I think that the others are interested in what I think”, “By talking about everyone’s opinions with each other, we can make progress together”, and “When I hear someone else’s opinion I always ask myself whether it is fair”. Responses were given on a five-point Likert scale, varying from “1 = totally agree” to “5 = totally disagree”. The reliability of the inventory for each of the three concepts and of the inventory as a whole is given in Table 2. The intercorrelations between the three concepts were significant but low, from 0.16 to 0.38.

2.3.2.3. Generative fluency of reasoning (GFR) and quality of value orientation (QVO). To measure value-loaded critical thinking we constructed a curriculum-independent measure, that is, a written essay test. The principles of the Pragmatic—Dialectic School of Argumentation (Van Eemeren et al., 1996) were applied. This approach to argumentation sees it as a dialogic, reciprocal discussion on an issue, in which all participants have an equal responsibility to solve the difference of opinion. The protagonist initiates the discussion by formulating his/her standpoint on the issue at hand and provides at least one argument. The antagonist must critically respond with a counter argument, or express his/her doubts concerning the data that underpin the protagonist’s claim. The issue of value orientation (the importance of justice and respect) was also added to warrant or doubt the quality of an argument.

To measure the fluency of argumentative behaviour in these two roles, two short essay tests were developed: a protagonist test and an antagonist test. To increase the level of generalization, two tasks per role were designed. In the antagonist role, participants were confronted with a written position on a certain issue under discussion from a fictitious peer. The written position was pre-selected from a set of classroom papers and was piloted. The issues were “preventing pollution by recycling” and “export of waste to developing countries”. The participants were asked to determine their own position and to give reasons for their choice: Did they agree with the peer’s positions or not, and why? In the protagonist role, participants were confronted with two environmental issues, set in a fictitious but meaningful framework of a specific case. The issues were “small domestic appliances: throw away or recycle?”

Table 2
Reliability indices of the study’s measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to dialogic learning (pretest)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All items</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-construction</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimating</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to dialogic learning (posttest)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All items</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-construction</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimating</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and “the production of paper and its consequences for forests”. Participants were asked to elaborate on their opinions regarding each of the issues, to generate a ‘solution’ and to support this solution with reasons and arguments. In the protagonist role, the students had to generate their own standpoint and at least one argument to open the discussion.

The written responses were coded to indicate two variables: generative fluency of reasoning (GFR) and quality of value orientation (QVO). The GFR refers to the argumentative productivity of either the protagonist or the antagonist. The GFR scores are based on the number of points raised or questioned by the participant when responding to the issue (protagonist) or the position taken (antagonist) and the number of arguments in support of the positions taken by the participant, the number of coordinated and subordinated arguments generated by participants in support of the measures that they proposed in the two protagonist tasks. In total we distinguished 14 categories of argumentative types, and counted how often a type was realized in a text (variation was large, ranging from 0 to about 40). Interrater agreement for GFR was 0.71 and the internal consistency was \( \alpha = 0.80 \).

QVO refers to the values to which the protagonist or antagonist refers when exchanging arguments. All student texts were exploratorily coded by two raters for the value orientation in the written response. In total 21 different categories of value orientation were created to code these orientations in the antagonist role. Of them 11 categories indicated a social value orientation. Examples of the orientations are “respect for nature” and “waste and future generations”. Of the 19 categories generated by coders for the two protagonist tasks, 10 indicated a social value orientation. Examples are “conservation of the environment” and “waste prevention”. The interrater agreement of the categorization of students’ texts was 0.63 and 0.81 for the antagonist and protagonist, respectively.

The score for QVO was how often a student referred to social values. The correlation between the two resultant QVO scores was significant but low (0.12); therefore, the scores were kept separate as indicative of two different constructs: QVO-protagonist (QVO-P) and QVO-antagonist (QVO-A). The correlation of GFR with QVO-A and QVO-P was \( r = 0.45 \) and \( r = 0.55 \), respectively. The moderate relationship indicated that GFR and QVO could be considered to be two separate constructs.

2.3.2.4. Implementation measures. A detailed manual for teachers was written so that the lesson material could be properly implemented. The manual drew attention to both the educational vision on which the material was based and the instruction strategies in the classroom for each lesson and task. The quality of implementation was further enhanced by training the teachers individually (2 h per teacher) and checked by informal visits and formal observations.

During formal observations research assistants working in pairs observed key episodes from the lesson series. Each observer pair, randomly assigned to groups, chose randomly six students from different pairs or seating groups to observe. A time-sampling scheme was applied. As soon as the key task started, the research assistants began observing Student 1 for 15 s, noted the most dominant learning behaviour, observed Student 2 for 15 s and so on. After Student 6, there was a short break of 30 s. The period of observation ended when the key task was finished in the class. We distinguished the following activities: Dialogic work; Individual work; Doing nothing because task has been finished; Non-task related behavior, and a Rest category. As observers worked in pairs providing one score, no interrater indices could be calculated.

2.4. Design — procedure

Four teachers (from three schools) participated with two classes in the study; five other teachers from the same schools participated with one class. For the teachers with two classes, one class was randomly selected as experimental and the other as control class. Complete classes from the other five teachers were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. The result is a mixed research design: the teacher effect is controlled in the four cases where one teacher taught two classes, one in each condition; a possible teacher effect might play a role in interpreting the experimental effects in the five cases where a teacher taught just one class. In data analyses we added a Design factor with two values ‘balanced/unbalanced’ to check the experimental design effect.

The research assistants administered the pretest measures before the lessons started and posttest measures 1–2 weeks after the last lesson finished. For attitudes, a pretest—posttest design was realized; for the other dependent variables (GFR, QVO, subject-matter knowledge) a posttest only design was implemented, with relevant proxy variables as possible covariate.

The duration of the lesson series in the classroom varied from eight to 11 lessons and was similar across conditions.
3. Results

3.1. Testing initial differences

Univariate analyses of variance did not reveal initial differences between the two learning conditions as regards general reasoning skills, \( F(1, 256) = 0.021, p = 0.885, \eta^2 = 0.000 \), general academic aptitude, \( F(1, 251) = 0.359, p = 0.55, \eta^2 = 0.001 \), and attitude to dialogic learning, \( F(1, 250) = 0.043, p = 0.835, \eta^2 = 0.000 \) (see Table 3). For the three concepts addressed in the attitude to dialogic learning, a \( 2(\text{conditions}) \times 3(\text{dependent variables}) \) multivariate analysis showed no difference between conditions, Pillai’s trace = 0.002, \( F(3, 248) = 0.16, p = 0.816, \eta^2 = 0.002 \). The distribution of male/female was not significantly different over conditions, \( \chi^2 = 1.958, p = 0.162 \). Therefore, the two learning conditions did not differ on all relevant variables.

3.2. Validity of implementation

To check the quality of implementation we observed key episodes, where learning activities in the students’ workbooks should result in different learning behaviours for the two conditions. In the Dialogic condition more time should be spent on dialogue than in the Non-Dialogic condition, while in the Non-Dialogic condition more time should be spent on individual work. No differences should be revealed between the non-task-related behaviours, as this indicates the general time-on-task behaviour. Further, no differences should be observed between the time students waited after having finished a task before they could proceed with another task. This proportion of time indicates how efficiently the condition was implemented. Table 4 shows the proportion of time devoted in the two conditions to dialogue and individual learning, to waiting time and to non-task-related behaviour. In the Dialogic condition significantly more time was devoted to Dialogic work (effect size about 1 standard deviation), while in the Non-Dialogic condition the dominant activity was Individual work (effect size also about 1 standard deviation). These results indicate that in both conditions the intended learning activities took place. It is interesting that not much time was lost in either condition after students finished their tasks, as in both conditions students could proceed without a loss of time (7% and 3% of time in the Dialogic and Non-Dialogic condition, respectively). About 70% of the time was devoted to learning activities in both conditions, which is quite a lot in lower secondary classes in the Netherlands, especially in the pre-vocational education track.

3.3. Effects of the independent variables

A multivariate analysis of outlier data resulted in deletion of 21 score sets. Of the participants 20 were not included in the data analysis because of incomplete pretest or posttest data.

To test Hypothesis 1 the effect of the independent variable, i.e., condition, was estimated by applying (multivariate) variance of analysis, with the relevant pretest measures as covariate.

When exploring interaction effects (including Hypothesis 2), a two-step procedure was followed. First, ANCOVAs with a condition-specific defined covariate (e.g., General reasoning skill in Dialogic condition and general reasoning skill in Non-DIALOGIC condition) were run. If one or the other covariate proved to contribute significantly, regression analyses were run to estimate the beta weight. This weight was then used in figures to illustrate the interactions between student variables and the independent variable.

Table 3
Mean (and standard deviations) of pretest measures for the two experimental conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Dialogic condition</th>
<th>Non-DIALOGIC condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General reasoning skills</td>
<td>0.55 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General academic aptitude</td>
<td>531 (7.7)</td>
<td>530 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to dialogic learning</td>
<td>2.3 (0.37)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>2.19 (0.56)</td>
<td>2.16 (0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-construction</td>
<td>2.39 (0.42)</td>
<td>2.42 (0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimating</td>
<td>2.32 (0.53)</td>
<td>2.36 (0.63)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.1. Subject-matter knowledge

The two learning conditions were expected to reach the same level of subject-matter knowledge. A 2(condition) x 2(design) ANCOVA with general academic aptitude and general reasoning skills as covariates revealed no statistically significant main effect of condition, $F(1, 222) = 0.000, p = 0.989, \eta^2 = 0.000$ (see Table 5). No main effects of design (balanced vs. unbalanced) and no interaction between condition and design were observed. This implies that the level of subject-matter knowledge was not affected by the learning condition and the research design.

3.3.2. Attitudes to dialogic learning

First we analyzed the effect on the attitude to dialogic learning, as a whole, using the compound score of the three concepts. This attitude score proved to be relatively stable over time. The correlation between pretest and posttest measurements over a period of about 6 weeks was moderately high and about the same in both conditions (0.74 in the Dialogic condition, 0.67 in the Non-Dialogic condition). ANCOVA with the respective pretest measure as covariate, $F(1, 235) = 0.347, p = 0.570, \eta^2 = 0.001$, showed no effect of condition on the attitude to dialogic learning. A 2(condition) x 2(design) x 2(time) repeated measures MANOVA showed a significant main effect of time, Pillai’s trace $= 0.018$, $F(1, 232) = 4.32, p = 0.039, \eta^2 = 0.018$, but no interaction between condition and time, Pillai’s trace $= 0.001$, $F(1, 232) = 0.321, p = 0.572, \eta^2 = 0.001$. In both learning conditions the attitude to dialogic learning decreased with time. No main effect of design or interaction between condition and design was observed.

A 2(condition) x 2(design) MANCOVA for the three concepts of the attitude to dialogic learning and the three pretest measurements of these concepts as covariates showed an effect of condition, Pillai’s trace $= 0.038$, $F(3, 227) = 0.298, p = 0.032, \eta^2 = 0.038$, a significant effect of design, Pillai’s trace $= 0.034$, $F(3, 227) = 2.68, p = 0.048, \eta^2 = 0.034$, and no interaction between the independent variables. Subsequent univariate analyses revealed a main effect of condition only for Attitude to Sharing, $F(1, 235) = 4.78, p = 0.03, \eta^2 = 0.02$, and design, $F(1, 235) = 7.11, p = 0.008, \eta^2 = 0.03$. No interaction between condition and design was observed. In the unbalanced design — the one-class teacher group — and in the Non-Dialogic condition, scores on the posttest Attitude to Sharing were higher.

3.3.3. Generative fluency of reasoning and quality of value orientation

The 2(condition) x 2(design) ANCOVA for GFR showed a significant main effect of condition, $F(1, 253) = 16.41, p = 0.000, \eta^2 = 0.06$: the Dialogic condition outperformed the Non-Dialogic condition. Condition also interacted with

Table 4
Proportion of learning time devoted to learning activities during key tasks in the two experimental conditions: mean (and standard deviations) and number of lessons observed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Dialogic condition ($n = 30$)</th>
<th>Non-Dialogic condition ($n = 16$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual work**</td>
<td>0.26 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue*</td>
<td>0.37 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing nothing, tasks finished***</td>
<td>0.07 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not task related***</td>
<td>0.30 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *$F(1, 46) = 9.310, p = 0.004, \eta^2 = 0.157$, no effect of design, no design by condition effect. **$F(1,46) = 6.587, p = 0.014, \eta^2 = 0.136$, no effect of design, no design by condition effect. ***No condition effect, no design effect, no condition by design interaction.

Table 5
Mean (and standard deviations) for the two experimental conditions for subject-matter knowledge and attitudes to dialogic learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Dialogic condition</th>
<th>Non-dialogic condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject-matter knowledge test</td>
<td>0.60 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to dialogic learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All items</td>
<td>2.25 (0.34)</td>
<td>2.27 (0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>2.13 (0.54)</td>
<td>2.17 (0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-construction</td>
<td>2.37 (0.42)</td>
<td>2.32 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimating</td>
<td>2.26 (0.51)</td>
<td>2.32 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
design, $F(1, 253) = 7.072, p = 0.014, \eta^2 = 0.024$, indicating that the condition effect was larger in the one-teacher than in the two-teacher classes.

For QVO a $2(\text{condition}) \times 2(\text{design})$ multivariate analysis with QVO-A and QVO-P as dependent variables showed a condition effect, Pillai’s trace $= 0.05, F(2, 249) = 6.8, p = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.05$. Subsequent univariate analyses with the two QVO variables (QVO-A and QVO-P) revealed that the effect was observed in the antagonist tasks and was absent in the protagonist tasks, $F(1, 252) = 13.67, p = 0.000, \eta^2 = 0.052$ and $F(1, 252) = 0.175, p = 0.676, \eta^2 = 0.001$, respectively. The Dialogic condition outperformed the Non-Dialogic condition when students had to react on a given case: students referred more often to socially oriented values in their responses. This effect was absent when students initiated the argument, which might be a more demanding task.

For QVO-A in a $2(\text{condition}) \times 2(\text{design})$ univariate analysis a significant main effect of design was observed, $F(1, 252) = 5.47, p = 0.020, \eta^2 = 0.021$, indicating that the one-teacher classes scored significantly higher on QVO-A than the two-teacher classes. The interaction between the condition and design, tended to be significant, $F(1, 253) = 3.66, p = 0.057, \eta^2 = 0.014$, suggesting a larger condition effect in the one-teacher classes than in the two-teacher classes.

### 3.4. Testing and exploring interaction effects

We had hypothesized an interaction between aptitude and the learning condition, that is, an interaction between attitude and the learning condition. Students with a more positive attitude to dialogic learning would profit more from that condition than students with a less positive attitude, whereas this characteristic would not play a role in the non-dialogic learning. As regards the general academic aptitude we expected that the higher the aptitude, the more the student profits from the dialogic learning as a result of being involved in a double learning agenda: students had to acquire the skills to work dialogically, which is new for them, and to acquire subject-matter knowledge. The same explanation may hold for general reasoning skill.

#### 3.4.1. Effect of general reasoning skill

A main effect of the general reasoning skill was observed on generative fluency of reasoning in the Dialogic condition, $F(1, 242) = 8.321, p = 0.004, \eta^2 = 0.033, \beta = 6.326, t = 2.288, p = 0.004$, but not in the Non-Dialogic condition. This indicates that students with a higher level of general reasoning skill profited more from the Dialogic condition than students with relatively low scores on the General Reasoning test, while in the Non-Dialogic condition no effect of general reasoning skill was observed (see Fig. 1A).

No significant effect of general reasoning skill was observed on QVO, although trends pointed to potential effects (on antagonist tasks in Dialogic condition, $F(1, 242) = 3.467, p = 0.064, \eta^2 = 0.014$).

General reasoning skills contributed negatively to the effect of condition on attitude to dialogic learning in the Non-Dialogic condition, $F(1, 239) = 4.069, p = 0.045, \eta^2 = 0.017, \beta = -0.384$; the better the students scored on general reasoning skill tests, the less they profited from the Non-Dialogic condition as regards the attitude to dialogic learning (see Fig. 1B).

#### 3.4.2. Effect of pretest attitude to dialogic learning

Pretest attitude scores in both learning conditions affected the resulting attitude score in the posttest (see Fig. 1C). In the Dialogic condition the effect was larger, $F(1, 235) = 145.078, p = 0.000, \eta^2 = 0.385, \beta = 2.352$, than in the Non-Dialogic condition, $F(1, 235) = 87.614, p = 0.000, \eta^2 = 0.274, \beta = 1.903$.

### 3.5. Effects of implementation

Although the implementation measures — collected via classroom observations (time sampled time-on-task observations, randomly chosen learners) — are not independent, for exploratory reasons the classroom observation data on the students were disaggregated, so that we connect them to the individually measured dependent variables. In this way we would build an impression of the effect of the various learning activities on the dependent variables within the two experimental conditions — not more than that.

For individual learning activities, no differential effect of the relative number of these activities in the two conditions was observed on GFR.
For dialogic learning activities, an effect of implementation was observed in the Dialogic condition on GFR, $F(1, 252) = 5.651$, $p = 0.018$, $\eta^2 = 0.022$, $\beta = 0.381$, and on QVO-P, $F(1, 251) = 13.188$, $p = 0.000$, $\eta^2 = 0.050$, $\beta = 0.587$. No effect was observed in the Non-Dialogic condition (see Fig. 2A and B). This suggests that in a classroom with a relatively high level of dialogic behaviour, students scored better on GFR and on QVO-A than in a classroom...
with a relatively low level of dialogic behaviour. This effect was not related to the Design factor (balanced vs. unbalanced).

4. Conclusions

In our view teaching critical thinking should focus on the competences of students to argue in a logical and substantial way, as well as on the competences of collaborative meaning making and legitimating opinions with the support of values such as ‘respect’ and ‘justice’, that is, reasoning within a normative context. We hypothesized that a dialogic approach to learning and teaching would have a more positive effect on students’ critical-thinking competences than a non-dialogic approach, both in terms of generative fluency of reasoning and of quality of value orientation. At the same time we expected that these learning environments had no differential effects on the subject-matter knowledge of Biology that had to be acquired. These hypotheses were confirmed. First and foremost, students in the Dialogic condition scored higher on generative fluency of reasoning than students in the Non-Dialogic condition. They produced more positions when responding to the position formulated by a peer in the stimulus text, more supportive arguments, and more coordinated and subordinated arguments to support the measures they proposed in the two protagonist’s tasks.

Second, there were significantly more value orientations in the reasoning of students in the Dialogic condition. When taking a position on an issue, these students referred more often than students in the Non-Dialogic condition to social justice as a framework of value orientations. However, this effect was only observed in the antagonist tasks,
not in the protagonist tasks. As we argued, this may be due to the more difficult nature of the protagonist tasks (Kellogg, 1999).

We had also hypothesized that the Dialogic condition would result in more positive attitudes to dialogic learning. This effect was not observed when applying analyses of variance. Instead, the attitude to dialogic learning decreased significantly in both conditions at the posttest. Thus, we may conclude that the two instructional methods did not affect students’ attitudes to dialogic learning in a differential way. It seems that the attitude to dialogic learning is a rather stable construct, as shown by the rather high correlations over time. However, when we allowed different regression weights of pretest attitudes for each condition, we observed that the Dialogic condition scored significantly higher on the posttest than the Non-Dialogic condition. This implies that in the Dialogic condition the decrease over time was less than in the Non-Dialogic condition. Yet it is remarkable that attitude to dialogic learning in both conditions decreased.

Finally, we had expected that the differences in instructional design between the conditions would not affect the learning outcomes regarding the subject matter. Indeed, no effects of the conditions on subject knowledge were observed. This implies that the attention paid to dialogic activities in the Dialogic condition resulted in a better performance on value orientation and reasoning, without a counter effect on subject-matter knowledge. From secondary analyses it appeared that the intended learning activity contributed to the subject-matter knowledge score. In the Dialogic condition, the effect of individual work was significant, as was the effect of dialogic work. This implies that in the Dialogic condition, the more individual work was done, the lower was the effect on subject-matter knowledge; on the contrary, the more Dialogic work was implemented, the better were the results on subject-matter knowledge. In the Non-Dialogic condition, no such relations between learning activities and learning results were observed.

Research often reveals a differential impact of the characteristics of a specific instructional design on the learning processes and the learning results of different groups of students. Our study also showed interactions between student characteristics and learning condition: the better the students’ general reasoning skills, the more they profited from the Dialogic condition on the generative fluency of reasoning, whereas in the Non-Dialogic condition, no relation between this student feature and condition effect was observed. This finding suggests that for students with a relatively low level of general reasoning skill, a Non-Dialogic condition is a better option than a Dialogic condition. For students with a relatively high level of reasoning skill, a Dialogic condition is more beneficial than a Non-Dialogic condition. This finding may relate to features of the experimental condition. The lesson series were new for students in two respects: in content — value-loaded critical thinking — and the instruction format — dialogue learning. As a consequence, the experimental condition did a relatively strong appeal on the cognitive capacity of students favouring the more apt students.

Construction of effective curricula is one step, implementing these curricula is a second step. We have been able to determine that the quality of implementation of the experimental lesson series developed for critical thinking was satisfactory. Observations during the lesson series showed that significantly more time is spent on dialogic learning activities in the Dialogic condition than in the control condition.

Finally we would like to emphasize that both conditions were experimental from an educational point of view and a practical point of view. Although focusing on value-loaded critical thinking in academic subjects as an aspect of citizenship education is required in the national attainment objectives, it is rarely implemented in Dutch textbooks. In this study, we constructed two conditions focusing on position taking and opinion building. The conditions only differed in the main learning activity implemented: Dialogic vs. Non-Dialogic (individual work). From evaluative comments in debriefing sessions it became clear that the teachers experienced the Non-Dialogic condition to be just as ‘experimental’ as the Dialogic condition, which indicates that critical thinking, especially value-loaded critical thinking, is practiced infrequently in the Biology curriculum.

For science education research, the present study shows how the constructivist view can be given form in a science curriculum: science teaching can contribute to citizenship education if the following instructional elements are incorporated in the lessons and are not at the expense of the content knowledge. The learning content should refer to authentic problems in the world, to students’ own positions and those of others, and to students’ opportunities to influence these positions. Moreover, students should be able to involve themselves personally in the process of collaborative meaning making (co-construction). Last but not least, students should be encouraged to participate in value-loaded discourse on socioscientific issues. The present study may lead to a better understanding how science teaching can help students to participate in a democratic society (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005) and reflect on social values when decisions have to be made (Driver et al., 2000).
Appendix A. To give an impression of the lesson material used in the two different conditions, an example is given below of an assignment implemented in two different ways

Example 1: Dialogic condition

In the Dialogic condition the assignment starts with a simulated dialogue between two students about recycling computers in developing countries. In consequent tasks students working in pairs analyze the opinions of peers in the simulated dialogue. Then they formulate their own, joint, opinion.

Soeraya and Glenn are watching TV. They see how old computers from Europe are dismantled in India. The different materials are sorted — plastic with plastic, etc. The company employs children too.

Glenn says: “Now that’s a good example of recycling! Our old computers are then re-used.”

Soeraya: Why do they first take those computers all the way to India? Surely, that must cost lots of money?

Glenn: No, that’s good. Here a worker costs 40 euros a day, in India only 1 euro. That saves a lot of money. Yeah, good thinking, eh? It’s a really good way of recycling, otherwise we’d have to burn the things or something. Recycling in the Netherlands costs far too much money.

Soeraya: But you can see that they’re children doing the work in India.

Glenn: But those people are really poor, now the children are earning a bit extra too. And the computers are recycled for us. So we’re helping India a bit.

Soeraya: But children, Glenn! It’s terrible to pay children a pittance to take our computers apart. It’s not fair to recoup our recycling costs on those poor children.

Glenn: H’m, no? Why not?

Soeraya: I don’t think it’s fair. You wouldn’t dream of setting children of six years old to work in the Netherlands

Glenn: Not fair? But those children wouldn’t earn anything otherwise.

Soeraya: If you want those children to earn something, then you have to make sure that their parents have a good job. They need to teach them how to make computers. And build computer factories there. Then the children could just go to school. Everybody should clear up their own rubbish!

Glenn: Yeah, I guess you’re right. If they built computers there, they wouldn’t be so expensive! In India everything costs less.

Soeraya: That’s right! And then we could look Indian children in the eye. Show a bit of respect, that wouldn’t do any harm.

Glenn hadn’t thought about it like this before. He was just so pleased that the computers were being recycled. Things are sometimes more complicated than we think. Soeraya explained to Glenn why she thinks it’s not fair to recycle our computers in India.

Assignment

1. Recycling computers costs money. What are Glenn and Soeraya’s opinions and arguments and what are yours?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glenn</th>
<th>Opinions and arguments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soeraya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I’m working with ............   

Our opinions and arguments about the recycling of computers

............   
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2. Now you know that recycling, for example computers, can also have disadvantages. We think that a disadvantage of recycling computers is: ………, because ………
In our opinion the best solution for old computers is: ………

Example 2: Non-Dialogic condition

In the Non-Dialogic condition the assignment includes the same information as in the Dialogic condition. The content is not presented in a simulated dialogue but in a coherent text, as is usual in textbooks. Students analyze the content of the text individually and then formulate their own opinion.

A good example of recycling?

Every year lots of computers are thrown away. Some are broken, sometimes the model is out-of-date. What happens to these thousands of old computers? They’re collected and dismantled. The different materials are sorted — metal with metal, plastic with plastic, etc. These materials are made really small and melted down, ready to use again. The materials from these old computers are re-used to make new computers. An example of recycling. But did you know that this recycling of computers is done in India! Our computers are taken apart in India. In Europe a worker costs 40 euros a day and in India only 1 euro. That saves a lot of money. Recycling old computers in India is therefore much cheaper than here in Europe. That’s a great advantage.

But there are also disadvantages to recycling computers in India. Transporting the computers all the way to India does of course use a lot of energy.

Children recycle our computers. More than 200 million (200,000,000) children in the world have to work every day. We call this child labor. In India at least 50 million children work, not just doing a paper round but more than 10 hours a day, every day. So they cannot go to school. If these children don’t work, their families have far too little money to live on. Thus they have no choice! You could ask yourself whether it’s fair that children take our computers apart. Shouldn’t we take care of our own old things?

Assignment

1. What is the best solution for all our old computers in your opinion?
   I think the best solution for our old computers is …………, because ………………….

2. What do you think about recycling our old computers in India?
   I think recycling our old computers …………, because ………………….

3. What do you think about child labor?
   I think child labor is …………, because ………………….
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